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Abstract. This paper clarifies the structures of intentionality that would be found in a
philosophically and textually satisfying “intentionalist” interpretation of Kant. Accord-
ing to intentionalist interpretations of Kant’s transcendental idealism, “appearances”
(i.e., empirical objects) are to be understood as mere intentional objects having no
ontological status in their own right. But what are the structures of intentionality
that allow us to represent these “mere intentional objects”? After distinguishing two
phenomenological conceptions of intentionality—one relational, one non-relational—I
consider three possible intentionalist models of sensory consciousness in Kant’s theory
of cognition. According to the “content only” model, Kant makes no appeal to the
relational conception of intentionality at all. According to the “external projection”
model, Kant thinks that we represent spatiotemporal appearances when we “project”
physical object concepts onto non-spatiotemporal things in themselves. And according
to the “internal projection” model, we represent appearances when we project physi-
cal object concepts onto our own sensory states. I argue that the last of these is the
best intentionalist reading because it is maximally consistent with the relevant text and
because it can account for all of the relevant phenomenological data. I conclude by
showing that this internalist conception of representationality is consistent with Kant’s
apparently externalist theory of empirical cognition.

1 Introduction

“Intentionalist” interpretations of Kant continue to provide an interesting alternative to the stale-

mate about whether Kant’s distinction between things in themselves and appearances (Erschein-

ungen, which he identifies with ordinary physical objects in space and time) describes one “world”

or two.1 As we’ll soon see, several different versions of intentionalist interpretations can be found
1According to the one camp, the distinction is merely epistemic, perspectival or methodological, and hence the

two terms do not pick out ontologically distinct classes, but instead refer to one and same set of entities, but from
different “standpoints ” (see Allison (2004), Prauss (1971), Langton (2001), Allais (2004) or Collins (1999) for various
expressions of this type of interpretation). According to the other camp, the distinction is metaphysical, and since
the properties found in appearances cannot possibly (says Kant) be found in things in themselves, the two terms must
pick out ontologically distinct categories (Guyer (1982), Bennett (1966) and Strawson (1966) offer interpretations
along these lines).
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in the literature.2 As a first pass though, we can say that an intentionalist interpretation holds

that the ordinary objects of perceptual experience—i.e., physical bodies in space and time—are

merely the intentional objects of certain of our complex representational states, and that they have

no existence aside from this. Although the contents of our representations necessarily represent

these appearances as the sorts of things that exist in space and time independently of me and my

representations, really, considered from Kant’s full transcendental account of the mind and the

world, there are no such things.3 This, in a nutshell, is how such an (admittedly anti-realist) inter-

pretation understands Kant’s claims that appearances are “mere representations,”4 are “in us,”5

and are hence “transcendentally ideal.”

Since intentionalist interpretations refuse to identify appearances with things in themselves

(since it is impossible to identify something that does not exist with something that does), such

interpretations are not naturally amenable to “one-world” readings. Yet for the same reason,

intentionalist interpretations do not quite fit with “two-world” interpretations either because ap-

pearances do not exist and hence cannot constitute a “second” ontological realm. At the same

time, certain components of intentionalist interpretations bear affinities to certain expressions of

both schools. Since, on intentionalist interpretations, there is really only one ontological category,

viz., things in themselves (of which our minds are a part), there is, strictly speaking, only “one”

world. Yet since two-world interpretations are typically motivated by strong metaphysical readings

of Kant’s transcendental idealism, the idealist take on appearances is much more likely to appeal

to two-world interpreters.

The primary motivation for holding an intentionalist interpretation of Kant is that it can make

the most sense of Kant’s various claims about the status of empirical objects. For while he claims

that these objects are mere representations “in us” and are distinct from things in themselves (this
2Van Cleve (1999), Aquila (2003) and Haag (2004) offer interpetations along these lines, all of whom are discussed

below.
3Many have understood intentional objects to possess their own special kind of being (along, for instance, Brenta-

nian or Meinongian lines). This is not how I will be treating them though. To say of something that it is merely an
intentional object is to deny it any positive ontological status whatsoever. At most, “intentionally inexisting” objects
can only be represented as existing, but obviously representing that something is the case by no means entails that
it is the case.

4See A107-9, A191/B236.
5See A371-3.
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is his “transcendental idealism”), he also characterizes them as materially substantial—hence non-

mental—entities existing in space and time independently of us (this is his “empirical realism”).

The intentionalist’s reduction of empirical objects to mere intentional contents respects Kant’s

idealism. Yet insofar as it leaves room for claiming that we necessarily attach concepts of “material

substantiality,” “mind-independence,” etc. to these contents, it also respects Kant’s realism.6

While my own sympathies do lie with intentionalist interpretations of Kant, the purpose of

this paper is not to defend such an interpretation, as this would take a greater effort than a single

paper. Instead, my task is the more modest one of investigating how a philosophically and textually

grounded intentionalist interpretation would describe the structures of intentionality that give the

interpretation its name. More specifically, I want to determine what intentional structures obtain

in sensory consciousness, i.e., when I am directly and immediately perceptually aware of an object

by virtue of my seeing, hearing or touching it and subsequently representing it as an object in space

and time. (Thus in my discussion I will for the most part not be concerned with cases of empirical

cognition in which we represent objects not presently within our sensory purview, as, for instance,

when I make a judgment about an object in the next room.) The reason for focussing specifically

on sensory consciousness is that this is the foundation of all empirical knowledge for Kant.7 All

empirical cognition either directly or indirectly involves sensory consciousness or can be traced back

to some instance of sensory consciousness in the history of some subject somewhere. My thesis is

that Kant is committed to a model of perception in which intentional contents purporting mind-

independent physical objects are dependent on intentional relations to the subject’s own sensory

states, such that to be sensorily conscious of an empirical object is to apply physical-object-concepts

to these sensory states, thereby representing these states not as mental states at all, but as physical

objects in space. The objects directly present to the mind are mere sensory states, but in perception
6In this way, the interpretation of empirical realism that results will not be what many of Kant’s readers expect.

For on the intentionalist model, all empirically real facts about the world turn out, in the final analysis, to be merely
facts about the contents of certain complex representational states. I will discuss this in greater detail in the final
section.

7“There is not doubt whatever that all our cognition begins with experience; for how else should the cognitive
faculty be awakened into exercise if not through objects that stimulate our senses and in part themselves produce
representations, in part bring the activity of our understanding into motion to compare these, to connect or sepa-
rate them, and thus to work up the raw material of sensible impressions into a cognition of objects that is called
experience?” (B1).
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this fact is typically ignored and these sensory states are represented as external, physical entities.

On the picture that results, Kant’s model of the mind is a completely internalist one insofar as we

can give a complete account of representations and their contents by appeal only to events within

the mind. Nevertheless, I will show that it can still make good sense of the seemingly externalist

components of his empirical realism.

My argument will proceed as follows. I will begin in §2 by distinguishing two distinct notions

of intentionality—one relational and one non-relational—in order to redescribe the intentionalist

thesis more precisely, and to pose the question whether the relational conception has any place

in Kant’s theory. In §3 I will introduce three possible answers to this question: according to

the “content-only” model, there is no relational intentionality in Kant’s theory (§3.1); according

to the “external projection” model, there are intentional relations to things in themselves (§3.2);

according to the “internal projection” model, there are intentional relations to the subject’s own

sensory states (§3.3). In §4, I will offer both philosophical and textual reasons that speak in favor

of rejecting the first two models and adopting the third. Lastly (§5), I will consider the objections

that the model I’ve defended reduces to an unkantian form of Lockeanism or Cartesianism, or that

it reduces to a fictionalism or error theory.

2 Two (or three) conceptions of intentionality

Intentionality is that feature of our representations by virtue of which they can be said to be

“about” something, or to enable an awareness of it. While Kant himself never explicitly thematizes

the notion of Intentionalität per se (philosophy had to wait until the late 19th c. for the revival of

this scholastic notion), it is clear that he was very much aware of the notion, and that it plays a

central role in his conception of what makes a representation representational. This is evidenced

by his frequent characterizations of representations in terms of what they “relate to” (beziehen),8

“designate” (bezeichnen),9 or simple have as their “objects” (Gegenstände or Objecte).10 And Kant

will assert that “all representations, as representations, have their objects” (A108), indicating that
8See A19/B34, A28/B44, A56/B81ff., A85/B117ff., B146, A156/B194ff., A320/B376.
9See A190/B235, B374.

10See A104, B137f., A182/B225, A197/B242.
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object-directedness is essential to his account of mental activity. Given that the representation-

object relation is so fundamental to Kant’s economy of mental activity, we’ll want to determine what

exactly this relation amounts to for him. What structures of intentionality is he presupposing when

he says, for instance, that appearances are the “undetermined objects” of intuitions (A20/B34), or

that sensations “designate” realities in space (A374)?

This question is complicated by the fact that the concept of intentionality has always carried

with it a certain ambiguity. On the one hand, intentionality could be construed as a relational

property of the representation, such that the representation “intends” an independently existing

object by putting the subject in an awareness relation to it. A representation is intentional in

this sense when an object is present to consciousness and the representation enables the subject

to (speaking loosely) “see” this object. Intentionality in this sense is a success term, because it

obtains (or not) as a function of whether there really is an entity distinct from the representation

and toward which the representation is directed. I cannot intend (in this sense) non-existent objects

because it is impossible for a relation to obtain if one of the requisite relata is missing.11

On the other hand though, intentionality could be construed as a monadic property of a rep-

resentation which merely describes what the representation purports to be about. Considered in

this way, the intentionality of a representation refers only to its content.12 To use an admittedly

inelegant term that has, for better or worse, been in circulation since Brentano, the intentional

object “inexists” within the content of the representation. Intentionality in this sense is no longer a

success term because a representation can intend its (inexisting) object irrespective of the actuality

or non-actuality of the thing.13 Just as Botticelli’s Venus is, despite her non-actuality, still about
11Again, I am presupposing that we can rule out any extravagant metaphysics or ontology according to which

relations to non-existent objects are possible.
12By “content” I mean to refer to the monadic feature of a representation in virtue of which that representation

presents something to the subject in some specific way. The content of a representation is how the subject “takes” the
object to be (and this “taking” can be either conceptual or non-conceptual for Kant). If I represent an animal first
as friendly and then as frightful, the object I refer to remains the same, but the content through which I refer to it
changes. In this respect, “content,” as I will be using the term, is roughly analogous to Frege’s Sinn. Thus my usage
of this term is in contrast to many contemporary philosophers of mind who use the term “content” as synonymous
with “object.” For many of these writers, representations that have no actual object also thereby have no content. I
reject this way of using these terms.

13This is not to say that there cannot be failures of I-intentionality in a different sense. I-intentionality can be
“unsuccessful” when I misrepresent an object. The relevant difference with E-intentionality though is that when
there is no object in the appropriate relation to consciousness, there is no E-intentionality at all. Representations
possess I-intentionality, however, irrespective of the existence of their objects or their veridicality.
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the goddess, so too representations can be said to be about what they represent even if their objects

do not exist. We can make a conceptual distinction between a representation and its content, but

the distinction is merely conceptual. Just as there isn’t really a relation between the painting and

what it depicts (the painting just is the depiction), so too the representation just is the presence

to consciousness of its content.

We thus have two very different conceptions of intentionality on the table. It would be misguided

to ask which is the “correct” conception, for both are perfectly legitimate concepts. Yet since the

two really are distinct, we must be careful to keep them distinct in any discussion of intentional

structures and relations. Thus I will adopt the following terminology in the rest of the paper. I’ll

say that the relational conception of intentionality is called E-intentionality (because it denotes an

extrinsic feature of a representation insofar as the representation refers to something that exists).

And I’ll say that the non-relational conception of intentionality is called I-intentionality (because it

is an intrinsic feature of a representation which denotes the inexisting content of the representation).

From here on I will be using these terms in accordance with the following definitions:

E-intentionality = a relational property of a representation by virtue of which an existing
entity is present to consciousness.

I-intentionality = a monadic property of a representation by virtue of which an inexisting
content is present to consciousness.

E-intentionality describes what is in fact present to consciousness, and I-intentionality describes

what we take ourselves to be representing in consciousness. E-intentionality is a relation between

ontologically similar objects (existing representations and existing objects), while I-intentionality

is at best a “quasi-relation” between existing representations and “inexisting” intentional objects.

Kantian considerations aside, we might pre-theoretically assume that in healthy, normal, every-

day modes of perception, the E-intentionality and I-intentionality of a perceptual representation

coincide. We are generally inclined to think that when I perceive a chair, there really is a chair of

which I am perceptually aware (E-intentionally) and which my representation purports to be about

(I-intentionally). Yet we also recognize that the two can come apart. If I mistakenly believe I see

my friend across the courtyard, I could be said to be in an E-intentional relation to someone who

is not my friend, even though the I-intentional content of my perception is about my friend.
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Note that both conceptions of intentionality I’ve described are fundamentally phenomenological

notions insofar as they describe modes of conscious awareness and the way representations let the

subject experience objects. One important caveat is thus necessary with respect to my character-

ization of E-intentionality. I have described this as a relational property of a representation that

obtains when the representation enables an awareness of an object which is present to conscious-

ness. Some might object to this characterization and argue that I should not need to have an object

be present to consciousness (at least not in this direct or immediate sense) in order for me to have

an intentional relation to it. For instance, when I think of an object I know to be in the next room,

even though I cannot see it, I can still imagine it veridically, and it could be said that this marks a

kind of intentional relation to an object not present to consciousness and is thus more than a mere

monadic feature of my representation. After all, I am thinking of the object and the object exists

(as more than mere intentional object).

While I grant that there is a kind of relation between an unseen object and the representation

insofar as there is a correspondence between the way the object is represented and the way the

object is in fact, and perhaps also a causal relation between the object and the occurrence of the

representation, I am not inclined to call this an intentional relation. I would claim instead that the

only intentionality here is the I-intentional content of the representation. The reason for this is that

treating the correspondence relation between content and unseen object as intentional has counter-

intuitive implications. Imagine that while I am thinking of an unseen object it is obliterated by a ray

gun. My mental state would be psychologically and phenomenologically unaffected, yet supposedly

the “aboutness” of my representation would be drastically altered at the instant of obliteration.

Thus while I grant that the correspondence relation and causal relation between unseen object and

I-intentional representation are important for epistemological and semantical considerations, this

relation should not count as intentional.

Of course contemporary thinkers inclined towards externalist accounts of mental content will

have no qualms with stating that the aboutness of my representation can change without any

noticeable difference at the moment of the unseen object’s obliteration. For many of them, in-

tentionality is simply not a phenomenological notion at all. Thus if one wants to insist that the
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relation between my imagining of an unseen object and the object itself is to count as an intentional

one, then I’ll cede the point, as long as it is kept in mind that this relation is completely different

from the phenomenological notion I’ve labelled “E-intentionality.” We can call this other relation

“C-intentionality” and define it as follows:

C-intentionality = the relation that obtains when (i) there is a correspondence between
the I-intentional content of a representation and an independently existing object, and
(ii) there is a causal history tracing the object to the occurrence of the representation.14

With one exception in §4, this C-intentionality will not play a significant role in my discussions.

With the distinction between these different forms of intentionality in place, we can now state

more precisely what exactly intentionalist interpretations of Kant’s theory assert. In stating that

Kant’s appearances are mere intentional objects and have no existence apart from their being

the content of certain complex representational states, these interpretations are claiming that ap-

pearances are the I-intentional objects of experience, but not the E-intentional (nor C-intentional)

objects of experience. In order for spatiotemporal appearances to be the E-intentional (or C-

intentional) objects of experience, they would have to exist, distinct from the perceiver, in space

and time; they would, in Kant’s words, need to be “transcendentally real.” Kant unequivocally

rules out the possibility of transcendentally real spatiotemporal entities, and hence there cannot be

such things in real relations to our representations. Yet despite the impossibility of the transcen-

dental reality of spatiotemporal bodies, such things can yet be the I-intentional objects of these

representations to the extent that our representations purport to be about such objects and their

contents articulate entities bearing spatiotemporal determinations.

This intentionalist characterization of Kant’s account of our representations of external (i.e.,

spatial) entities and of the ontological status of these entities leaves us with a question with which

I will be occupied for the remainder of the paper. If our cognition of empirical entities involves

no E-intentional relation to the spatiotemporal entities we I-intend in cognition, then is there any

E-intentionality in Kant’s account of empirical cognition at all? That is, can we make sense of the

possibility of the I-intentional contents we find ourselves with (viz., our representations of physical
14I leave intentionally vague what is to count as a relevant causal history here. One can simply pick their preferred

causal theory of reference.
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objects in the empirical world) without in any way appealing to E-intentional relations? Or is it

instead the case that the only way we can explain the possibility of the I-intentional contents we

find ourselves with is by appeal to E-intentional awareness relations which are necessary for our

ability to I-intend the objects we do in the way we do?

An analogy can help clarify the motivation behind this question (once again abstracting from

Kantian considerations). When I look at an image of, say, an apple on a computer screen, the

literal object of my visual perception is just so many illuminated pixels, and we will all admit that

there is some sense in which it is them I see. Yet I don’t in general pay attention to this fact and

instead take myself to be looking at an apple. I could thus be said to be in an E-intentional relation

to luminescent pixels which results in an I-intentional representation of an apple. Furthermore, the

E-intentional relation to the pixels (or some other relevantly similar arrangement of matter) could

be said to be necessary for the particular I-intentional content that arises. What happens in this

sort of situation is that I (implicitly) say of a set of luminescent pixels, “That is an apple.” We

ignore the fact that we are looking at luminescent pixels and instead take ourselves simply to be

observing an apple, and we do this by projecting the concept ‘apple’ onto the pixels.15

Similarly, my question about whether there is a place in Kant’s theory for E-intentional relations

is asking whether our I-intentional representations of spatiotemporal entities are conditioned on E-

intentional relations to entities which are not themselves spatiotemporal entities, but which we

nevertheless represent as spatiotemporal entities. Before I can represent something in sensory

consciousness as being a spatiotemporal entity, must my mind first be (E-intentionally) aware of

something that I can project the relevant physical object concepts onto?

One plausible answer is that there are no such E-intentional objects, and Kant’s theory is simply

a matter of pure (I-intentional) content through and through. However, if there were E-intentional

relations that were necessary for and made possible our I-intentional contents, it would require that

there be entities which exist (i.e., do not merely “inexist”) separate from the E-intending represen-

tation, and to which this representation puts the subject in a conscious awareness relation. Thus
15This example is of course imperfect because it is not as though the illusion is ever so complete as to convince us

that we could, say, reach out and grab the apple and take a bite of it. We could, if we cared to, imagine examples of
illusions that would be more “complete.”
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in order to locate any candidate E-intentional objects of empirical cognition, we must scan the

part of Kant’s ontology that survives his reduction of empirical (physical) reality to transcendental

ideality. There would seem to be two classes of entities that might plausibly be thought to be the

E-intentional objects of our sensory consciousness. First off, there are things in themselves, which,

according to Kant, while not themselves spatiotemporal physical objects are nevertheless respon-

sible for our representations of such objects (via their “transcendental affection” on the subject).

If Kant understood these as the E-intentional objects of sensory consciousness, then according to

such a model, sensory consciousness would involve saying of non-spatiotemporal things in them-

selves that they are spatiotemporal physical objects. Secondly, there are the subject’s own mental

states, which exist (do not merely inexist) in the mind and make possible our representational

content. If one of these mental states were to be the E-intentional objects of sensory consciousness,

it would most plausibly be sensations, which Kant describes as the “matter” of all experience16

and sometimes even the matter of the appearances themselves.17 If Kant understood these men-

tal states as the E-intentional objects of sensory consciousness, then according to such a model

we would be saying of non-physical psychological states (most plausibly sensations) that they are

spatiotemporal physical objects.

Taken together, we would seem to have three possible answers to our central question:

1. There are no E-intentional objects in sensory consciousness, it’s just pure content through
and through.

2. Things in themselves are the E-intentional objects of sensory consciousness.

3. The subject’s own sensations are the E-intentional objects of sensory consciousness.

The last of these options will strike some readers as the most “unkantian,” as it might seem to carry

with it the specter of a Lockean or Cartesian representationism verging on a Berkeleyan idealism.

Yet this third option, I will argue, is in fact Kant’s view, and I will show that we can accommodate

this aspect of his theory in a way that leaves in place his empirical realism and his thesis that the

immediate objects of experience are external physical bodies, and not internal mental states.
16See B207, A166/B208, A223/B270.
17See A42/B59-60, B208.
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3 Three intentionalist models of sensory consciousness

In this section I will describe the three forms that intentionalist readings of Kant’s theory of sensory

consciousness might take. This will put us in a position in §4 to evaluate their relative merits and

eventually see why the third model is to be preferred.

3.1 The “content-only” model

One might take the view that our representations of empirical objects in the physical world arise

simply in the content of our representations without depending on any sort of E-intentional aware-

ness relation whatsoever. If this were correct, then Kant’s theory of empirical cognition and sensory

consciousness would simply be a matter of pure content without any intentional relations whatso-

ever, i.e., pure I-intentionality. I’ll refer to this model as the “content-only” model.

This would seem to be the view of several commentators in the recent literature. According

to Pereboom,18 one of Kant’s most fundamental advances over his early modern predecessors was

his reconceptualization of what it means for a mental state to possess intentionality. Where all

of his influential predecessors assumed that intentionality was a relation between the representing

state and a distinct entity (whether an Aristotelian form, a Lockean idea, or the direct realist’s

physical object), Kant recasts intentionality in non-relational terms. Borrowing terminology from

the philosophy of language, he calls the relational conception “extensional” and the non-relational

conception “intensional” intentionality, and says that Kant’s account of representationality is a

matter only of intensional intentionality.19 Stated in my terms then, according to Pereboom, Kant

appeals only to I-intentionality in explaining the representationality of our cognitive sates.
18“Kant on Intentionality,” Synthese 77 (3) 1988, pp. 321-352.
19More specifically, on his reading, the extensional conception of intentionality requires that the putative intentional

object exist in order for intentionality to obtain in the representation, so this conception is said to be “existence-
dependent.” Furthermore, since this independently existing intentional object is not affected by the concepts with
which it is represented, extensional intentionality is said to be “concept-independent.” Conversely, intensional in-
tentionality does not depend on the existence of the intentional object and hence is “existence-independent.” But
because of this, difference in concept makes a difference in the object represented, and so intensional intentionality
is “concept-dependent.” My own distinction between E-intentionality and I-intentionality, although defined in dif-
ferent terms, is nearly equivalent to Pereboom’s distinction between extensional and intensional intentionality, but
one important point of disagreement is the conceptualism he presupposes. I would argue that Kant’s intuitions are
both intentional yet non-conceptual, and hence I would replace his “concept-dependence” with the broader notion of
“content-dependence.”
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In a different but related vein, Van Cleve argues that Kant’s appearances are to be understood

as “virtual objects.” About these virtual objects he says:

A virtual object is similar in some ways to what Brentano called an “intentional object,”
but it is not to be conceived as having its own special kind of being.20 Instead, to say
that a virtual object of a certain sort (e.g., a patch of red) exists is shorthand for
saying that a certain kind of representation occurs. In the case of a more complex or
multifaceted virtual object (e.g., a house or a ship), to say that it exists is to say that
an entire rule-governed sequence of representations occurs or is in the offering.21

This is clearly an assertion of the general intentionalist thesis, and he makes it clear that his take

on this thesis is in terms of the “content-only” interpretation when he claims that the supposed

“relation” between a perception and its appearance “is not a relation at all.”22

Lastly, Aquila23 argues for an intentionalist reading according to which we come to have repre-

sentational contents referring to ordinary empirical objects when we apply categorial form to given

“perceptual fields.” These perceptual fields are said to be the result of a synthesis occasioned by the

presence of sensations in the subject, but are not to be identified with these sensations themselves.

Furthermore, Aquila argues that this field should not be granted “any being of its own.”24 Thus

on his reading, we have the “pure ‘form’ of intentional directedness,”25 but without any existing

entity which this directedness latches onto.

What these three views have in common is that they attempt to give a full account of Kant’s the-

ory of empirical cognition only by appeal to the representational content (i.e., the I-intentionality)

of mental activity, and they make no appeal to any E-intentional awareness relations between our

representations and entities (either internal or external) distinct from them. The primary mo-

tivation for taking such an interpretative stance is that it can make sense of Kant’s reduction of

empirical objects to “mere representations” without requiring that physical objects be ontologically

reduced to mere mental states. The objects of our experience are made out of physical stuff, not
20Note that despite his attempt to distinguish his virtual objects from Brentanian intentional objects, Van Cleve’s

virtual objects are described in the same way as I’ve described intentional objects.
21

Problems from Kant, Oxford University Press, 2003, p. 8-9.
22Ibid., p. 9.
23“Hans Vaihinger and Some Recent Intentionalist Readings of Kant,” Journal of the History of Philosophy, 41(2),

p. 231-50.
24Ibid., p. 247.
25Ibid.
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mental stuff, yet they are “mere representations” because transcendental philosophy reveals them

to be no more than the intentional objects of our experience. This reading is also supported by

Kant’s attempt at a “Copernican revolution” regarding what is to count as an “object” of experi-

ence (see Bxvi and Bxxii). Instead of treating “objects” in the classical sense of transcendentally

real entities existing completely independently of our thinking, Kant claims that to be an object

is to be the object of certain representational activities. We find this reconceptualization in the

A-Deduction where he defines an “object of representation” in terms of a synthesis of a manifold in

accordance with necessary and a priori rules (A104-5). Similarly in the B-Deduction, Kant defines

an object as “that in the concept of which the manifold of a given intuition is united” (B137; cf.

B138). And in the Second Analogy, he remarks that a representation having a “relation to an

object” requires “nothing beyond making the combination of representations necessary in a certain

way, and subjecting them to a rule” (A197/B242).

While this “content-only” interpretation of Kantian idealism is attractive insofar as it makes

good sense of Kant’s radical revision of the ontological status of objects of experience and of the

mode of our intentional relations to them, I do not think it can be Kant’s considered view. Below

(§4) I will argue that it cannot make sense of all the relevant phenomenological data, and so must

be rejected.

3.2 The “external projection” model

One might take the view that in sensory consciousness there is an E-intentional relation to non-

spatiotemporal things in themselves26 and that even though the representational content through

which we represent the objects of our experience presents determinations that are nothing like

these things in themselves (most notably their spatiotemporal determinations), it is nevertheless
26I take it as uncontroversial that Kant thought that things in themselves are non-spatiotemporal. Some have

objected to this reading on the grounds that it would amount to a “noumenalist” position which pretends to cog-
nize things in themselves as noumena in the “positive” sense (see, for instance, Lucy Allias’s “Kant’s One World:
Interpreting ‘Transcendental Idealism’,” British Journal for the History of Philosophy, 12 (4) 2004, p. 668-9; see
also Kant’s A235/B294ff. for his discussion of the phenomena/noumena distinction). I disagree with this accusation
because to say that things in themselves are not spatiotemporal is by no means to say what they are. Either way,
were such a claim about things in themselves tantamount to an illegitimate noumenalist assertion, the blame rests
with Kant and not his reader. For Kant states repeatedly and in no uncertain terms that things in themselves cannot
possibly be spatiotemporal (see especially the Transcendental Aesthetic and his discussion of the first and second
Antinomies).
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these things in themselves to which we in some sense refer when we cognize empirical objects

in sensory consciousness. According to this model, our I-intentional contents which present spa-

tiotemporal appearances in sensory consciousness depend on E-intentional awareness relations to

non-spatiotemporal things in themselves. To cognize an empirical object in sensory consciousness

is to be aware of a thing in itself, but to represent the thing in itself as something very different

from what it is in metaphysical fact. I’ll call this the “external projection” model because according

to it empirical cognition involves projecting physical object concepts onto entities external to the

mind (in contrast to the “internal projection” model to be discussed below). As the name suggests,

this is an externalist model of representation because it asserts that the intentionality of sensory

consciousness depends on the obtaining of relations to entities (really, not merely purportedly)

distinct from the mind.

Although not usually expressed in the way I have described it, this model is very close to certain

“one-world” interpretations of transcendental idealism. As many of these writers understand Kant’s

view, appearances are not ontologically distinct from things in themselves, but are instead simply

the way we represent these things. So even though things in themselves are not spatiotemporal

entities, we represent them as spatiotemporal entities. Something like this position would seem to

be what Lucy Allais has in mind when she argues that Kant’s transcendental idealism should be

understood as a form of direct realism in which we are in immediate perceptual relations to things

in themselves, even though the content through which we represent these things presents properties

that could not possibly be properties of things in themselves. As she puts it, “we (directly) perceive

things as being different from the way they are.”27

27“Kant’s One World” (op. cit.), p. 673. To be sure, Allais and others like her would probably not be favorably
disposed to my characterization of such a view as “intentionalist,” especially when this thesis is taken to entail the
claim that the objects of empirical cognition merely inexist within representational contents and have no existence
aside from this (for she and other one-world interpreters seek to make an ontological identification of appearances
with things in themselves). Nevertheless, I think my characterization of such a view as “intentionalist” is fair. If all
of the non-trivial determinations of appearances are either spatiotemporal determinations or presuppose spatiotem-
poral determinations in the object, and all of these non-trivial determinations of appearances cannot possibly be
determinations of non-spatiotemporal things in themselves, then the only sense in which these appearances exist
at all is in the content of our representations (which is to say they merely inexist). Even though (on this model)
we represent non-spatiotemporal things in themselves as spatiotemporal appearances, this does not entail that any
such spatiotemporal entities exist (do not merely inexist) independently of the mind and its representations. This
remains true even when the caveat is added that things in themselves have the dispositional property of appearing

with spatiotemporal determinations to human subjects. Having a disposition to appear a certain way does not entail
that the thing is that way.
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Such an interpretation is not without textual basis. In addition to claiming that appearances

are caused by things in themselves (A49/B66), Kant will also sometimes suggest that it is precisely

these things in themselves that appear to us as appearances. For instance, Kant will say that “the

things that we intuit are not in themselves what we intuit them to be, nor are their relations so

constituted in themselves as they appear to us” (A42/B59, cf. A39/B56). The claim here would

seem to be that intuitions, whose representational contents present spatiotemporal objects, are

nevertheless intuitions of non-spatiotemporal things in themselves. If this “intuition of” relation

is to be understood as any sort of awareness or consciousness relation, then the position would

be that we have intuitions that I-intentionally represent spatiotemporal objects because we are in

E-intentional relations to the things in themselves which affect the subject.

This model is attractive insofar as it can make sense of the strong distinction between appear-

ances and things in themselves while at the same time leaving the world-count at a safe and sober

“one,” which will appeal to many commentators writing these days. However, below (§4) I will

argue that this cannot be the view of the historical Kant because it presupposes cognitive capacities

that Kant explicitly rules out for human minds.

3.3 The “internal projection” model

On the third model, the one I favor, to cognize an object in sensory consciousness, i.e., to be

directly aware of it through sensations of sight, hearing or touch (as opposed to thinking of or

imagining an unperceived object we believe to exist somewhere beyond our sensory purview), is to

be in an immediate E-intentional awareness relation to organized collections of sensations. This

awareness relation, together with the organizational and sense-making functions of sensibility and

understanding, results in I-intentional contents representing physical objects in space and time. To

cognize a body is thus to project physical object concepts onto collections of sensations and thereby

represent these internal sensory modifications of the subject as being not internal modifications at

all, but rather external entities happily going about their Newtonian business independently of us

and our representations. I’ll refer to this model as the “internal projection” model. The internal

projection model, like the content-only model, is an internalist conception of intentionality because
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it holds that all of the intentional structures found in Kantian empirical cognition can be accounted

for purely in terms of processes occurring within the mind.

This line of interpretation has never received mainstream acceptance, primarily because it seems

to bring with it connotations of a form of phenomenalism or Berkeleyan idealism that Kant wanted

to distance himself from. There have however been a few writers over the years who have argued

for positions that seem to speak in favor of such a model (even if they don’t attempt to draw it out

as explicitly as I want to here). In his late nineteenth century commentary on the Critique, Hans

Vaihinger argues that we come to represent objects (I-intend them, in my terminology) when we

apply categorial determinations to what he calls Empfindungsmaterial.28 This “sensation-material”

constitutes the appearance as its matter29 and is the object toward which we are intentionally

directed when we first apply concepts in cognition. Thus on Vaihinger’s view, the appearance

proper is to be distinguished from the ordinary spatiotemporal object insofar as the appearance,

qua construction of sensation-material, exists in the mind as the (what I would call) E-intentional

object of perception, while the ordinary object itself is the I-intentional content which results once

we apply concepts to the appearance.30

In the twentieth century, Rolf George attempted to explain Kant’s account of the origin of

intentionality in cognition by appeal to a “sensationist” model. On his reading of Kant, the mind

is first presented with non-representational, brute sensory data, and the imagination then imposes

interpretive forms on this sensory data, eventually yielding full-blown representations of objects.

He writes, “It is evident that Kant took the spatial and extended nature of objects to be the result

of an interpretation placed upon certain sequences of sensations, which are themselves without

extension.”31

In our own century, Joannes Haag has argued at length for an intentionalist reading of Kant’s

transcendental idealism. He argues that Kant’s appearances are “contents [Gehalte oder Inhalte]
28

Commentar zu Kants Kritik Der Reinen Vernunft, Vol. II, Union Deutsche Verlagsgesellschaft, 1892, p. 32. See
Aquila, 2003 (op. cit.) for a detailed discussion of Vaihinger’s position.

29Ibid., p. 21.
30I don’t think that there is sufficient textual basis for this distinction between the appearance and the ordinary

object (Kant seems rather to identify them throughout the book). However, this disagreement is inconsequential to
my discussion here.

31“Kant’s Sensationsism,” Synthese 47 (1981), p. 240.
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of empirical representations, not representations themselves; they are, as Descartes said, objective

ideas, not material ideas.”32 In his discussion of Kant’s “Anticipations of Perception,” he articulates

a position very close to the internal projection model. He argues that sensations constitute the

matter of appearance insofar as the subject is intentionally directed toward these sensations when

it judges the appearance as displaying certain sensible physical qualities. Although the sensations

are, strictly speaking, just so many internal mental states, the understanding projects onto these

mental states concepts which represent them as qualities outside the mind in the physical world.33

Thus we have an I-intentional content arising out of E-intentional relations to sensory states.

What these readings have in common is that they posit a collection of sense impressions—raw

Empfindungen—which, once organized in sensibility, present an image to consciousness which is

subsequently conceptualized in terms of determinations that describe non-mental, material bodies

in space and time. Thus, according to this model, in normal cases of perception, our representational

faculties take collections of sensations to be not sensations at all, but rather physical objects

appearing to us. In the same way that I don’t represent the pixels on my computer screen as

pixels when I attend to the image they show, so too when I perceive an object through sensation,

although the E-intentional object of my perception is my own sensations, I do not represent these

sensations as such, letting myself think instead of an object in the physical world.

It needs to be emphasized that the internal projection model does not entail that all instances

of consciousness of the external world in empirical cognition involve projections of physical object

concepts onto collections of sensations. Rather, it is only in cases of sensory consciousness, i.e., the

immediate consciousness of objects through sensations (consciousness involving empirical intuition,

as Kant would put it), that involves E-intentional relations. In cases of empirical cognition that do

not involve concurrent sensations of the object cognized, there will be only I-intentional content.

So, for instance, if, while away from home, I remark on the color of my furniture, I can be said to

be conscious of the furniture, and even to “cognize” it (if I am justified in believing that it has not
32

Erfahrung und Gegenstand: das Verhältniss von Sinnlichkeit und Verstand, Vittorio Klosstermann, 2004, p. 79
(my translation).

33He argues that it is “one and the same sensation,” or at least the sensible quality thereof, that “appears once as
matter in the appearance and once more as a property of a represented object” (ibid., 141; my translation).
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been altered since I last saw it), but this “consciousness” will be a non-relational I-intentionality.34

It should also be mentioned that not all instances of E-intentional relations to sensations result

in I-intentional contents purporting physical objects. Sometimes I am aware of my sensations as

sensations, for instance when I have an afterimage, when I experience pain or pleasure, or simply

when I reflect on the fact that I perceive. In these cases, Kant would say that the sensations are

synthesized into an inner intuition representing the state of the subject itself, rather than an outer

intuition representing a physical body (cf. A34/B50, B156).

Below I will discuss some of the textual evidence that speaks in favor of reading Kant in terms

of this internal projection model. For now though, note that it carries with it a strong degree

of phenomenological plausibility. Consider human color vision. It is universally agreed that I

represent objects as possessing the particular hues they do because these colors are presented in

sensation, and that if the sensitivity and processing of the human visual system were different, we

would represent different chromatic properties in the objects. When I see an apple, the processing

of the light information by the retinae, visual cortex and beyond produces certain red sensations,

which are mere occurrences in my mind. Yet I rarely represent these chromatic properties as mere

occurrences within my mind. Instead, I represent the red as being “out there” on the surface of the

apple. Similarly with audition, even though the auditory sensations in me are the result of neuronal

processing of compression waves in my ear, I represent these sounds as occurring at more or less

specific locations in space, and not, in general, in my own mind (e.g., when I hear footsteps in the

hall). This basic phenomenological datum can be explained by the internal projection model I’ve

articulated. We can represent these chromatic and auditory qualities as being outside of our minds

and in the world because we project concepts describing physical and worldly properties onto the

sensory qualities occurring in our minds.
34Of course, sensation still plays some role in the cognition of unseen objects. Memories based on sensations that

occurred in the past could be the justification and explanation of certain representational contents occurring now. Or
perceiving an object through sensation could lead me to believe something about an object that I am not perceiving
through sensation (e.g., when I perceive only the top half of a person yet believe the person to have a bottom half).
Or when someone tells me about an object they have perceived but I have not, their sensations indirectly lead to my
belief. In all these cases, the representational contents are due to the occurrence of some sensations somewhere, but
these contents do not depend on the simultaneous occurrence of E-intentional relations to the sensations. In general,
for Kant, all empirical cognition can be traced back to some sensations, however indirect this tracing might be.
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4 Defense of the internal projection model

We presently have three distinct interpretations of Kantian intentionalism on the table. According

to the content-only model, all intentionality in Kant’s theory of empirical cognition is a matter of

content (I-intentionality) and there are no instances of intentionality as a relational property in

the model (E-intentionality). According to the external projection model, I-intentional contents

purporting physical objects in sensory consciousness presuppose E-intentional relations to non-

spatiotemporal things in themselves. According to the “internal projection” model, I-intentional

contents purporting physical objects in sensory consciousness presuppose E-intentional relations to

non-physical sensory states. Why should we prefer the last of these to the other two? Here I will

argue, first, that the external projection model could not possibly be Kant’s because it presupposes

cognitive capabilities that Kant denies of the human mind, viz., the ability to access things in

themselves in consciousness. After ruling out the external projection model as a viable reading, we

will be left with a contest between the two internalist models. I will argue that the content only

model is philosophically unsatisfying because it cannot make sense of the irreducibly demonstrative

component of sensory consciousness. Lastly I will show that the internal projection model can make

sense of all the relevant phenomenological data, and that there is a good deal of textual evidence

that supports my claim that this model was in fact Kant’s.

One-world interpretations along the lines of Allais’s have enjoyed a great deal of popularity in

recent decades. However, although such a model might be more palatable to contemporary philo-

sophical minds, I do not think it can be the view of the historical Kant. The fundamental problem

with suggesting that things in themselves are the E-intentional objects of sensory consciousness

is that it requires that the mind be capable of having such objects present to consciousness; the

subject must somehow be able to “see” or “attend to” its object. Such an awareness relation would

require much more than the mere ability to “think” (in Kant’s technical sense, cf. Bxxvi and

B146) of things in themselves. Kant however indicates repeatedly throughout the Critique that

the mind has no means by which to reach “beyond” itself, as it were, and get at a transcendent,

noumenal reality. This is what Kant means with is oft-repeated assertion that we “have only to

do with our representations.” He writes in the Second Analogy, “For we have only to do with our
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representations; how things in themselves may be (without regard to representations through which

they affect us) is entirely beyond our cognitive sphere [gänzlich außer unsrer Erkenntnißsphäre]”

(A190/B235; see also A105, A129 and A390). What claims like these show is that Kant is, in the

final analysis, an internalist with respect to the possible objects of human consciousness. Humans

are passive cognizers and we are capable of being affected by things in themselves, and this affection

can result in sensory impressions which eventually lead to representations of spatiotemporal ap-

pearances. But sensory impressions are mere modifications of the subject and are not cognitively

robust enough to reach back out of the mind (so to speak) to the things that caused these im-

pressions.35 The one-directional, passive affection relation is the only one that Kant acknowledges

between the subject and subject-transcendent things in themselves.36

What about those passages in which Kant seems to be asserting that things in themselves

are the E-intentional objects of perception, for instance when he claims that we intuit things in

themselves, but not as they are in themselves (A42/B59) or that appearances are appearances

of things in themselves (A109)? I would argue that these claims are not meant to be taken as

claims about any sort of intentional relations, but are instead causal claims which reaffirm the

idea that our representations, even though not of things in themselves, are still grounded in them

(A49/B66). Intuitions are passive representations originating in the receptive faculty of sensibility,

so when Kant says that we intuit things in themselves he means that intuitions are brought about

when the subject is passively affected by things in themselves. This does not entail that intuitive

representations of spatiotemporal objects involve in any way an awareness of things in themselves

any more than being aware of the crack in my windshield entails being aware of the pebble that

caused it.

It might be objected that even though there can be no E-intentional relations to things in them-

selves, the other mode of relational intentionality alluded to earlier—C-intentionality—might do

some work here. It could be argued that I-intentional contents purporting spatiotemporal objects

depend on a C-intentional relation to the things in themselves that caused the representation of the

empirical object. I don’t think that such a suggestion can stand up to scrutiny though. To repeat,
35Sellars makes a similar point in the first chapter of his Science and Metaphysics (1967).
36See A190/B235 and A197/B242.
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let’s say that a representation C-intends its object if and only if there is a correspondence between

the I-intentional content of the representation and the determinations found in the object itself,

and the representation is related to this object through some appropriate causal history. While

the case could be made that the causal condition is satisfied in the relation between empirical

representation and things in themselves, the correspondence condition is not. For if I enumerate all

of the non-trivial determinations represented in the I-intentional content of an empirical represen-

tation, they will only describe spatiotemporal determinations and determinations that presuppose

spatiotemporality (e.g., color or mass). But all of these determinations are features that could not

possibly be determinations of things in themselves, which are non-spatiotemporal. Thus there is

no correspondence relation between I-intentional content and the thing in itself which caused it,

and so we can’t say that a C-intentional relation obtains.

Two replies are possible here, but neither is satisfactory. First, it might be said in normal

cases of empirical cognition of physical objects we (I-intentionally) represent these appearances as

caused by a thing in itself, and that this introduces a sufficient correspondence relation between

representation and the thing in itself to secure a C-intentional relation. This reply does not work

though because it presupposes, contrary to fact, that we represent appearances as appearances (i.e.,

as mere representations or mere intentional objects) in empirical cognition. But we do not do this;

we represent appearances as self-standing material substances. These entities do not ask after a

transcendent ground of themselves, and they are only revealed to be “mere representations” which

are dependent on things in themselves when we engage in transcendental philosophical reflection.

But such reflections are not a component of normal cases of sensory consciousness. Second, it might

be claimed that we can articulate C-intentionality by appeal only to the causal relation and simply

drop the correspondence criterion. This suggestion won’t go far either though, because it makes the

C-intentionality relation too permissive. If a representation can be said to C-intend some object

just because that representation was caused by it, then my lusty imagining of a sandwich when

hungry should be said to C-intend my contracting stomach or my lowered glucose levels, and my

feverish dreams of a dead relative should be said to C-intend my raised body temperature or even

the virus itself which made me ill. If we reject this as absurd, as we should, then we cannot drop
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the correspondence condition from the definition of C-intentionality.

Having ruled out the external projection model, let’s turn to the content only model. The basic

problem with the content-only model, as I see it, is that it cannot make sense of the irreducibly

demonstrative element in the phenomenology of sensory perception. More specifically, it cannot

make sense of the difference between empirical cognition which does and empirical cognition which

does not involve the immediate and direct sensory presence of an object to consciousness. Consider

the following simple example. I label the facing side of white sheet of paper ‘A’ and, while looking

at side A, I make the judgment “Side A is white.” If I then flip the sheet over such that I can no

longer see side A, I can still, with more or less complete epistemic warrant, make the exact same

judgment that “Side A is white.” Ceteris paribus, both judgments are completely justified and

they really are the exact same judgment, down even to the precise hue intended by the term ‘white’

(for I had just a moment ago seen this hue and can remember it). Nevertheless, there is something

different between the two cases: in the first instance I directly see the object I am judging, while

in the second I do not. In the first case the representation involves an immediate demonstrative

reference to an object that is directly present to consciousness, while the second does not.

The content-only model cannot account for this difference. The reason is that, as the name sug-

gests, the only difference between representations (qua representations) recognized by the content

only model is difference of content. But the difference between the two judgments is not one of

content. The contents of the two representations are identical. The difference between the two rep-

resentations has to do instead with the phenomenological mode of reference to the object. When I

make the judgment in the first instance (when looking at side A) I directly and immediately attend

to some entity which is present to my mind and about which the judgment is made. When I make

the judgment in the second case, even though the content remains the same and I still take myself

to be referring to the same determinate object, the object is no longer directly and immediately

present to consciousness, and this marks a fundamental difference in the phenomenology of the two

cases.37

37Note that I am not claiming that a proponent of the content-only interpretation is forced to say that sensation
plays no role in cognition whatsoever. The problem rather is that if sensations do not function as the E-intentional
objects of sensory consciousness, then the only function they can have is one of informing or causing the content of the
perceptual representation. This would seem to be close to Sellars’s position as articulated in Science and Metaphysics.
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What the content-only model fails to account for is the sense in which the direct perception

of an object involves a sort of “this thing right here is such and such.” The internal projection

model, however, can account for the irreducibly demonstrative element in sensory consciousness.

For according to this model, there is a direct awareness of the sensations themselves (even if they

are not represented as such) and these stand in as the targets of demonstrative reference in cases

of sensory perception. Even though in normal cases of perception, I do not represent sensations as

sensations when I attach physical-object concepts to them, these sensations still provide something

for the representing subject to latch onto.

It might be objected that, even if we do need to locate some sense in which there is a direct

object of demonstrative reference in perceptual consciousness of external objects, sensations—mere

internal mental states—cannot play this role. After all, when I attend to an external object in

sensory consciousness, the thing I attend to is of a completely different kind than an internal

sensory state. Sensations are non-spatial mental states while physical objects are spatial non-

mental states. How can something so radically different from what I take myself to be perceiving

stand in as the demonstrative object of my perception? It is one thing to mistake the stranger

across the courtyard for my friend—from a distance the two could look fairly similar—but given

the complete heterogeneity between sensations and physical objects, conceptualizing a collection

of sensations as a physical object should be as incoherent as looking at a circle and trying to

conceptualize it as a square.

The response to this worry is that physical objects as they are represented in direct perceptual

awareness are not so different from the sensations corresponding to them as they might at first

seem. To see why this is the case, we must look at some of the details regarding Kant’s theory

of empirical intuition. That we would have to turn to empirical intuition is not so surprising, for

we are presently trying to reconstruct Kant’s theory of intentional relations to empirical objects,

He writes, “If [sensation] is, as I take it to be, non-conceptual, it can only guide ‘from without’ the unique conceptual
activity which is representing of this-suches as subjects of perceptual judgment” (Science and Metaphysics, Ridgeview
Publishing Company, 1967, p. 16). Sellars is wrong to think that the only way a non-conceptual mental state could
be involved in a representation is by “guiding” its content “from without.” He is led to this mistake because of
his mistaken identification (for which he does not argue) of the conceptual with the intentional (ibid., p. 20-23),
and hence he cannot recognize the possibility of non-conceptual intuitions which involve E-intentional relations to
sensations.
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and Kant famously states that “In whatever way and through whatever means a cognition may

relate to objects, that through which it relates immediately to them, and at which all thought as

a means is directed as an end, is intuition” (A19/B33). And intuitions relate to empirical objects

“though sensation” (A20/B34). Thus human minds are capable of immediate perceptual relations

to physical bodies in space and time because of intuitions and their relation to sensations.

Empirical intuitions represent physical bodies in space and time, but since intuitions are non-

conceptual representations, they cannot represent their objects as physical bodies.38 With what sort

of content do empirical intuitions represent their objects then? Kant describes this content when he

analyzes empirical intuition into an a priori form—space and time—and an a posteriori matter—

sensation. Intuitions necessarily represent their objects in space and time, and the “material” which

fills out this space and time are the sensible qualities initially presented in sensation (see A22/B36).

A sensation is distinguished by the particular quality it possesses and the degree of intensity to

which it possesses it. Kant makes it clear that the qualities possessed by sensations are the same

as those qualities found in the object of intuition (i.e., an object in space and time) when he gives

examples of these “qualities of sensation” (A174/B217) in terms of qualities we typically associate

with physical objects: “color, e.g., red” and “warmth” (A173/B215) and “the moment of gravity”

(A169/B211). A similar claim occurs in the Critique of Judgment, where Kant distinguishes mere

feelings from “objective sensation”: “the green color of the meadow belongs to objective sensation,

as perception of an object of sense” (5:206). What is noteworthy here is that one and the same

“green” is both “of the meadow” and yet “belongs [gehört] to objective sensation.”39 Although we

usually use these terms to describe physical objects, Kant also takes them to apply to qualities of
38The claim that intuitions are non-conceptual representations is not without controversy, with writers like Sel-

lars (op. cit.), Ginsborg (“Was Kant a Non-Conceptualist?” Philosophical Studies, 137 (2008), pp. 65-77) and
McDowell (Having a World in View, Harvard University Press, 2009) arguing that intuitions must involve a con-
ceptual component. While granting that the philosophical issues involved here are complicated, as strictly a matter
of fidelity to the text it seems as clear as such things can be that Kant held intuitions to be non-conceptual. For
Kant’s most unambiguous assertions of a non-conceptualist characterization of intuitions, see A51/B75, A68/B93,
A91/B123, and A320/B377. For recent defenses of non-conceptualist interpretations, see Robert Hanna (“Kantian
Non-Conceptualism,” Philosophical Studies, Vol 137, 2008, pp. 41-64) and Lucy Allais (“Kant, Non-Conceptual
Content and the Representation of Space,” Journal of the History of Philosophy, Vol 47 (3), 2009, pp. 383-413).

39See also A375: “Every outer perception therefore immediately proves something real in space, or rather is itself
the real.” “Perceptions” are elsewhere defined as sensations that are conscious (A225/B271), hence his claim here
should be read as asserting that one and the same thing is describable as perception (i.e., sensation) and the “real”
encountered in space.
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sensations. I take Kant’s point to be that intuitions are capable of representing (non-conceptually)

sensible qualities filling out regions of space because these same qualities are initially presented

in sensations and it is these quality-possessing sensations toward which we are in an immediate

E-intentional awareness relation when we intuit objects. Note that when empirical intuitions (in

abstraction from the contributions of the understanding) represent qualities of redness or warmth

filling a region of space, they are not represented as redness or warmth, nor are they represented

as qualities of sensations—intuitions are non-conceptual and so cannot represent their objects as

anything. Nevertheless, in virtue of intuiting these qualities filling out regions of space (as opposed

to mere time), when the conceptualizing powers of the understanding come into play, the object

of intuition will most naturally be conceptualized in terms of physical object concepts (and not

concepts determining the object as mere internal sensory state). It simply wouldn’t make sense to

conceptualize something intuited in space as a mental entity.

Further evidence for this interpretation occurs early in the Transcendental Aesthetic. Kant

twice there makes the (otherwise cryptic) remark that intuiting an object involves sensations being

“ordered and placed” (A20/B34) in space and thus being represented “outside and next to each

other” (A23/B38). Kant cannot mean that sensations are literally in space (this would be absurd),

nor even that they are represented as sensations in space (this would be equally absurd). Rather,

his point can only be that the qualities possessed by sensations considered as brute mental states

are combined with the representation of space, and thereby fill out this representation of space

with these qualities. To intuit an object is thus to be in an E-intentional awareness relation

to collections of sensations, which results in an I-intentional non-conceptual content presenting

sensible qualities—qualities which are identical to those possessed by the sensations as matter of

the intuition—filling out regions of space.40

Thus although sensations have a very different metaphysical status than do physical objects,

they are not completely heterogeneous. The qualities given in sensation are identical to the qual-
40The case could also be made, although it will not be possible to make the case in full here, that the model on offer

here is the only way to make good sense of Kant’s argument in the Anticipations of Perception. There Kant makes
an inference from the fact that sensations have “intensive magnitudes” to the assertion that all objects of experience
also have intensive magnitudes. If, as I argue, Kant takes the qualities in objects that we judge in cognition to be
identical to the qualities initially presented in sensation, then this inference becomes less mysterious.
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ities represented in “outer intuitions” and which we subsequently judge (through the addition of

concepts) to be physical qualities of material bodies. This model of empirical intuition provides a

way to make sense of my claim that I-intentional contents presenting physical bodies in space and

time can arise from a foundation of E-intentional awareness relations to our own sensory states.

When I conceptualize sensory qualities presented in outer intuitions, it is my own sensory states

that I am conceptualizing as physical objects.

5 Objections considered

One of the most likely objections to the internal projection model I have defended is that it will

mark a collapse back into a very unkantian Lockeanism or Cartesianism. It will be said that

one of Kant’s most important advances over his predecessors is his rejection of the model of the

mind according to which we only come to represent objects external to us by way of a tacit or

subconscious inference from the data given in immediately accessible sensory states. According to

these pre-Kantian thinkers, knowledge of the external world can never attain full certainty because

the inference from perceived effect (sensations) to inferred cause (external physical bodies) can

never be fully justified: for any given effect, there are always many possible causes.41 The Kantian

mind, by contrast, is said to be in direct and immediate conscious relation to ordinary objects in

the spatiotemporal world such that no inference from internal states is necessary. This immediacy

is implicit already in Kant’s initial definition of empirical intuitions, which are said to “relate

immediately” to their objects, appearances (A19/B33). This position is made more explicit in

the A-edition’s Fourth Paralogism (A366ff.) and the B-edition’s Refutation of Idealism (B275ff.).

In these passages he claims that our consciousness of external objects is immediate and does not

depend on any consciousness of internal mental states.42 In the Refutation he will even go so far as

to make the stronger claim that our consciousness of internal mental states is dependent on (and
41For classic discussions of this problem, see Locke’s Essay (IV.9, “Of our Knowledge of the Existence of other

Things”), Hume’s Treatise (I.IV.ii, “Of skepticism with regard to the senses”), and of course Descartes’ Meditations.

See A367ff. for Kant’s discussion of this idea.
42In the A-edition, the claim is that “the transcendental idealist is an empirical realist, and grants to matter, as

appearance, a reality that need not be inferred, but is immediately perceived” (A371). In the B-edition, the claim
is that “The mere, but empirically determined consciousness of my own existence proves the existence of objects in
space outside me” (B275).
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therefore not prior to) our consciousness of external objects. We can ignore for present purposes

Kant’s (admittedly obscure and underdeveloped) arguments for these claims. What matters is

that any reconstruction of his model of the mind must be one that can incorporate these claims

without contradiction. Doesn’t the internal projection version of the intentionalist interpretation

of transcendental idealism contradict these claims by holding that sensory consciousness of external

objects requires an E-intentional awareness relation of internal sensory states?

It does not. To see why it does not, we must look closely at what is meant by the “consciousness

of” relation described in the Refutation.43 Kant says there that consciousness of internal mental

states depends on consciousness of external physical states (and not the other way around). But we

have two different conceptions of intentionality on the table and thus two different ways in which

“consciousness of” could be understood, viz., either as I-intentional consciousness or E-intentional

consciousness. Which does Kant have in mind in the Refutation?

It cannot be the E-intentional conception. Interpreting the consciousness described in the

Refutation in terms of E-intentionality is not available to the intentionalist reader because an E-

intentional relation to physical objects is impossible. This, after all, is one of the basic claims of

intentionalist interpretations of Kant. E-intentional relations to physical objects in space would

require that these entities exist (do not merely inexist) separate from the subject in space and time.

This would require that these objects be transcendentally real though, and Kant unequivocally rules

this out. Thus when Kant says that consciousness of internal mental states depends on consciousness

of external physical states, he cannot mean that the E-intentional awareness of internal mental

states depends on E-intentional awareness of external physical states.44

Thus Kant’s claims about the dependency of the consciousness of internal states on that of

external states must be read in terms of I-intentionality, i.e., in terms of the (non-relational) content

of our cognitive states. So we should read the basic thesis of the Refutation as asserting that

The I-intending of internal mental states depends on the I-intending of external physical
objects.

43I focus in my discussion solely on the Refutation (and not the Fourth Paralogism) because it makes a stronger
claim than the Fourth Paralogism insofar as it claims that consciousness of internal states depends on consciousness
of external states, and it presents Kant’s considered revision of his view from 1787.

44The same considerations would also speak against reading the “consciousness of” relation in terms of C-
intentionality, because this would also require the transcendental reality of physical reality.
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That is, I can only have representations whose contents purport to be about the current state of

my own mind if I also (previously or concurrently) have representations whose contents purport

to be about external states of the physical world. This claim is perfectly consistent with the basic

internal projection thesis that:

The I-intending of external physical objects depends on the E-intending of internal
mental states.

Hence even though I cannot represent my own sensations as sensations prior to the cognition of

physical states of the external world, I can still be in E-intentional relations to these sensations

insofar as I project physical-object concepts onto them.

Another likely objection to the internal projection model I have defended is that it presents

Kant’s theory as a form of anti-realism, fictionalism, and even an error theory. It will be said that

if the model describes a process by which we apply physical object concepts to entities that are not

physical objects, then our cognition is wrong, and things are not as we take them to be.

In a certain sense, the appropriate response here is to bite the bullet, at least with respect to

the anti-realism charge. But this should not be so surprising, for it is Kant we are talking about

after all. No interpretation of Kant could be expected to yield a conception of empirical truth that

involves a correspondence between the content of representations and representation-transcendent

entities. The complete response requires reminding ourselves that one of the fundamental moves

of Kant’s “Copernican revolution” is his thorough reconceptualization of what it means to have

knowledge (or “cognition”) of an object, and correspondingly what it is for a judgment about

an object to be true. Although Kant will occasionally refer to the “truth” of a judgment in the

Critique, such references are rare, and he is generally much more concerned to elucidate the notion

of the objective validity of a judgment.45 Objective validity as the measure of “correctness” in a

judgment, as opposed to truth, is not about whether correspondence relations can be found between

representations and mind-transcendent entities, but about whether certain rules for thought have

been followed correctly. An objectively valid judgment is one in which a “given” manifold has been

synthesized in accordance with the a priori rules of cognition such that that judgment coheres with
45See, for instance, A28/B44, A89/B122ff., A111, A156/B195, A664/B692, A788/B816.
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the entire system of “nature” as it is represented by all rational human cognizers.

In this respect, Kant’s account of the correctness of a judgment is a form of coherentism, and

the fictionalist label is inappropriate. A judgment is not fictional or illusory when the content of

the judgment fails to correspond to a transcendentally real entity. Rather, a judgment is fictional

or illusory when its content cannot be made consistent with the broader representation of nature

as a whole.46 Kant’s most straightforward expression of this coherentism occurs in the “Postulates

of empirical thinking in general” (A218/B265ff.) when he defines the concept of the actuality of

an object not in terms of its reality or existence, but in terms of its “relation to the faculty of

cognition” (A219/B266). Something is said to be “actual” when the representation of it both

connects up with the subject’s perceptions (whether past or present) and these perceptions can be

connected with “experience in general” “in accordance with the analogies of experience,” i.e., in

accordance with the laws of causality (A225/B272). Thus if we are willing to understand Kant on

his own terms, then the internal projection model I’ve described is not a fictionalist theory. Our

representations are capable of truth and empirical reality (in Kant’s sense) to the extent that their

I-intentional contents can be made to cohere with each other and constitute the system of nature

as the object of experience in the broadest sense.

* * *

What the responses to these two objections entail is that (assuming the general intentionalist

thesis correct) the full story of Kant’s account of our cognition of the physical world is fundamen-

tally a theory about the I-intentional content of our cognitive states, and not about correspondence

relations between representations and really (not merely purportedly) mind-independent entities.

Kant’s account of empirical cognition is thus a fundamentally internalist conception of the mind.

All that matters for what we represent is cashed out in terms of the I-intentional content of our

representations, which is dependent on E-intentional relations to internal sensory states. Kant will
46Kant says that we cognize “Nature” when “the connection of appearances necessarily determining one another

in accordance with universal laws,” and this necessity of the connection of appearances in representation is what
“distinguishes experience from dreaming” (A451/B479). In a certain respect then, there is no ontological difference
between the objects experienced in veridical experience and hallucinated objects: both are mere intentional objects
and lack transcendental reality. Nevertheless, there is still an important difference between the two insofar as the one
can be epistemically sanctioned because it fits with the overall representation of Nature, while the other does not
because it cannot be made to cohere.
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of course often explain his empirical realism in externalist terms, for instance in the Refutation, or

with his claim that “truth” for him is still a matter of “agreement” of a representation to an object

distinct from it (A58/B82). But this externalist line in his thought is nested completely within an

empirical realism that is itself, again, just a matter of I-intentional content. As empirical subjects,

we necessarily represent the objects of our representations as existing distinct from these represen-

tations and distinct from the mind itself. That is, from the point of view only of Kant’s empirical

realism (and in abstraction from the conclusions of transcendental philosophy) the conception of

the mind-world relation is an externalist one. But from the point of view of the full transcendental

account of the mind and its representations, Kant’s theory presents a fully internalist model. One

might even say that corresponding to Kant’s transcendental idealism and empirical realism are,

respectively, a transcendental internalism and an empirical externalism.
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